PHQ Remote Control Panels

PHQ Remote Control Panels can be configured to fit most makes of Long Hole Drills.

ISO 9001:2000
Certificate: 002485
SIC 5082
www.partshq.com
Features

Large mating faces on components bodies for less wear and longer life

Body components manufactured from precision steel castings.

Pt No. 21002 Remote for independent rotation rock drills has two inlet ports

Pt No. E588 Remote for rifle bar type rotation rock drills has one inlet port

PHQ Remote Controls Specifications

WEIGHTS and MEASUREMENTS

Length............. 24 inches - 610mm
Height................ 12 inches - 305mm
Width............... 6 inches – 152mm
Weight 57 lbs – 26kg (without hose)

PORTS

Air Inlet..............1½ inches – 38mm
Water Inlet........ 1 inch – 25mm
Drill..................... 1½ inches – 38mm
Rotation Motor....1 inch – 25mm
Feed Motor........... ¼ inch – 19mm
Centralizer.......... ½ inch – 13mm
Water Air Flush ... ¾ inch – 19mm

PHQ Remote Control Panels are designed to be mounted on jumbo consoles, long hole drill carriers or stand alone sawhorse legs.

For use with:
- PHQ36 Independent Rotation Drills
- Denver PR123 and DH123 Drills
- Copco BBC100 and BBC120 Drills
- SECO S36IR and S36 Rifle Bar Drills.

PHQ carries a full range of parts for Remote Control Panels in stock.

Parts made in Canada to precise specifications using only the highest quality steel
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